Blocks

- **Block settings explained** — Basic block settings. Where a block appears across a module.
- **How to move or customise the location of blocks** — This page shows you how blocks, once added to your page, can be moved to a different place in the left or right columns.
- **List of Moodle Blocks** — This is not a “How To” step-by-step document but a list with descriptions of all the blocks available to add to pages in Moodle.
- **How to add a block** — How to add a block to your page. See List of blocks for the list of all those that you can choose from.
- **How do I add a reading list to my module?**
- **How to add a custom block (e.g., Favourites or Bookmarks) to your 'Dashboard' or module page** — If you would like a customised block on your ‘My home’ page [or module page] you can use the “HTML” block to hold weblinks, widgets, images or anything of your choice.